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Inspired by the 60th anniversary of C.S. Lewis's Till We Have Faces and
The Last Battle, this year's theme focuses on the mythology that has shaped
and "given faces" to so many of our beloved characters, ranging from the
myths of the Ancient Greeks to the legends of the Middle Ages and even to
the modern mythology of the American Southwest. Similarly, this mythological influence is also evident in the works of many of our favorite mythopoeic authors, from J.R.R. Tolkien to J.K. Rowling, from Ursula K. Le Guin
to Alan Garner, and many, many more.
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Guests Of bouoR
AIJd Special PROSRammius
ffiidoRi SuydeR Author
Midori Snyder is the author of nine books for children and adults, published in
English, French, Dutch, and Italian. She won the Mythopoeic Fantasy Award
in Adult Literature for The Innamorati, a novel inspired by early Roman myth
and the Italian "Com.media dell' Arte" tradition. Other novels include Hatchling (a children's novel in the Dinotopia series), The Flight of Michael McBride
(a mythic western), Sou/string (a lyrical fairy tale), The Oran Trilogy: New
Moon, Sadar's Keep, and Beldan's Fire (imaginary-world fantasy, recently republished in Vikings's Firebird line), Hannah's Garden (a contemporary faery
novel for young adult readers), and Except the Queen (a contemporary faery
novel for adult readers, co-authored with Jane Yolen). Her short stories have
appeare.d in numerous publications; her nonfiction has appeared in Realms of
Fantasy and other magazines, and in essay collections including Mirror, Mirror
on the Wall: Women Writers Explore Their Favorite Fairy Tales. Midori's uncommon multicultural background gives her fiction its distinctive flavor, inspired by the myths, folkways, and cultures of peoples around the world.

AUdReUI Lazo Scholar
Andrew Lazo co-edited Mere Christians: Inspiring Stories of Encounters with
C.S. Lewis and has contributed articles and reviews on C.S. Lewis and other
Inklings to several books and journals, including Myth/ore. More recently, he
transcribed and edited the landmark "Early Prose Joy," which has definitively
corrected the accepted dating of Lewis's conversion to Theism. Lazo regularly
speaks in Houston and around the country and has taught Lewis in both Oxford and Cambridge. He also teaches English and a course on Lewis at Houston Christian High School and is currently researching and writing a book on
Till We Have Faces. This is his first appearance at Mythcon.
"Time to Prepare a Face": Mythology Comes of Age [Scholar Keynote]
In both The Last Battle and Till We Have Faces, the reader faces on at least two levels the foundational issue of how to deal with age. Internally, we find Susan Pevensie during "the last days of Narnia" both too grown up and yet not grown up enough; likewise, Queen Orual of Glome is both "old
now" and also "too young to know what conscience is." On a global level, the mythopoeic work of
the Inklings at once bears unmistakable marks of the classical and medieval worlds even as their work
strives to shape the Modernist period in which they wrote, grappling with the question "what are we
to make of age, both in these books and in the period in which they were composed?" This talk will
explore not only the larger problem of period but also what it might mean, for the characters and
readers alike, to be "old enough to start reading fairy tales again."
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ROBERT BOENIG
We are excited to feature a plenary talk from our Special
Guest, Robert Boenig, whose book, C.S. Lewis and the
Middle Ages, won the Mythopoeic Society's Mythopoeic
Scliolarship Award in Inklings Studies last year. Bob is
embracing our conference theme with a discussion of
"The Face of the Materialist Magician," in which he'll
discuss both Lewis and Tolkien, using the concept developed in The Screwtape Letters as a jumping-off point.

GARRY LEONBERGER
Conferees will also enjoy a very special command performance of the entire J.R.R. Tolkien / Donald Swann song
cycle, The Road Goes Ever On, by Garry Leonberger,
tenor, accompanied by Linda James on piano. A short
lecture on the song cycle will precede the performance.
Leonberger is completing a doctoral degree in vocal performance, with the Tolkien/Swann song cycle the centerpiece of his doctoral recital. Leonberger also traveled to
the Marion E. Wade Center to consult unpublished letters
from Tolkien to Swann about the songs. Be sure to take
advantage of the Q&A period following the performance
and lecture!

BAGGINS BASH with ANDREW LAZO
Saturday night, our Scholar Guest of Honor, Andrew Lazo, will preside over Bardic Circle with a
"Baggins Bash" - a Tolkien-centric evening of poetry, song, and fun. Feel free to bring a poem 1;0
read or a song to sing. Bardic Circle will also be held on Friday night in the usual way: round-robm
readings, poetry, and music.

GUESTS of HONOR CLOSING PANEL
Monday morning, we will begin to bring Mythcon to a close with a panel featuring our Author and
Scholar Guests of Honor, Midori Snyder and Andrew Lazo, phis our special guest, Robert Boenig.
They will discuss the conference theme, look back over the mythopoeic papers and discussions of the
weekend , and take any questions your might have.
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PROSRammius Guide
REGISTRATION
The Mythcon registration desk may be found
right outside the La Jolla ballroom each day,
Friday through Monday. See the schedule for
hours. This is where you'll collect your badge
and other registration materials. Please pick up
and wear your badge to all Mythcon activities.
These are open only to registered conferees.
Day passes and onsite registration are available.

MEALS
Meals, including the Banquet, are only available for persons who have purchased meal or
room-and-board packages before the conference. Locations for meals may vary; please refer
to the schedule for locations and times.

THE HOSPITALITY SUITE
The Omni Colonnade has graciously given us
their Presidential Suite this year, where you will
find beverages, snacks, socializing, and merriment. Refer to the schedule for hours, but as a
general rule, the Hospitality Suite is open in the
. evenings, from sometime after dinner until ... ?

FRIDAY TEX-MEX MIXER
and STEWARDS RECEPTION
Friday evening will feature a combination TexMex Mixer and Stewards Reception, featuring
margaritas and snacks. Everyone is invited to
join us in the Presidential Suite to revel in one
another's company and get this year's Mythcon
started in celebration of our friendship.

PAPERS and PANELS
The major activity at Mythcon is the presentation of papers discussing aspects of the works
of the Inklings, the conference theme, and related topics. Mythcon papers are usually read by
their authors, who may be academics or dedicated amateurs; and the sessions include time
for questions and discussion. Daytime programming will also include panels discussing the
conference theme and other mythopoeic topics,

featuring the Guests of Honor and other presenters. Most papers and panels are given a one-hour
block of time; exceptions are noted in the schedule accompanying this program. Abstracts of this
year"s papers and panels are included in this Program. Presenters are encouraged to submit their
papers to the Mythopoeic Society's academic
journal Mythlore for consideration by emailing
myth lore@mythsoc.org.

BANQUET and MYTHOPOEIC
AWARDS
Sunday evening features our Banquet. The Mythopoeic Society's annual awards for fantasy literature (adult and children's categories) and scholarship (in Inklings and General Myth and Fantasy Studies) will be presented at the Sunday Banquet immediately preceding the Author Guest of
Honor keynote address by Midori Snyder. Expect additional awards of a sillier nature for
Golfimbul, Clerihews, and the Masquerade as
well. Following the Banquet, it is likely the Not
Ready for Mythcon Players will, once again, not
be ready to perform .

SOCIETY AUCTION
The traditional Mythopoeic Society Auction of
books and other treasures will be held on Sunday
afternoon from 3:00 PM to roughly 5:00 PM.
This year, we continue the recent tradition of the
silent auction, but treasures are on displays for
silent bids throughout the weekend leading up to
the final tally Sunday afternoon. In recent years,
we have discontinued the traditional Khazaddum Book Toss, but feel free to throw books in
the hallways if you must!

DEALERS' ROOM
This is Mythcon's marketplace for fantasyoriented books, jewelry, and other wares. As always, this year's friendly merchants include The
Mythopoeic Society's Orders Department
(current and back issues of, and subscriptions to,
all Society publications).
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The Noc VeRy A.IJIJUOl
ffiaRy m. Scolzeubach
ffiemoRial CleRiheru Coucesc
2016 EDITION
Peregrine Took
Was not exactly a crook.
But if while walking in the fields of Farmer
Maggott
He found a mushroom, he'd bag it.
Mythcon 4 7 2016 celebrants are invited to participate in the timeless (pretty quick, actually) poetical
rubric of the clerihew in the our Not Very Annual
Clerihew Contest.
Invented, maybe, by E. Clerihew Bentley over a
century ago, the clerihew is a four-line verse that
rhymes AABB. The first line consists of a proper
name. The second line must end with a full stop
(period, question mark, exclamation point).
Entries should be submitted one to a page, with
the author's name written on the reverse. Categories are: Before Tolkien (up to 1892), During Tolkien (1892-1973), and After Tolkien (1973-).
Thus:

Sir Lancelot
Wore iron pants a lot.
Talk about sex appeal!
Real buns of steel!

Galadriel
Could've had the One Ring, but
wottthehell.
She was no moron;
She knew she'd wind up worse
than Sauron.
Tom Shippey.
Is a speaker both wise and quippy.
In a bold critical venture, he
Declared Tolkien the author of
the century;
The Nashville Mandate: Only one entry per
category, or alternately three clerihews per
contestant, please. Submit entries to the Clerihew Contest box in the Mythcon office by 12
PM Saturday.
A distinguished panel of judges, They Who
Must Never Be Named, will evaluate each entry using the HOC system: Humor, Originality,
Clerihewness.
Winners will be read at the Mythopoeic Society
Banquet and Awards Ceremony Sunday evening and rewarded with the traditional prize of
a jeroboam of Chateau de Porteur d' Anneau
invisible champagne.

Join us in 2017 for Mythcon 48 - details forming as
we go to press. Watch www.mythcon.org for news as it
develops. And attend the Members' Meeting on
Monday morning. It's not just for Members!
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papeR aud pauel AbstRacts
ALPHABETICAL BY SPEAKER
Megan Abrahamson
Fernmbras, Feirefiz, and Finn: Motifs of the Converted
Saracen in The Sultan of Babylon, Parzival. and Star
Wars: The Force Awakens
The first teaser trailer for Star Wars: The Force Awakens
marks the first time that Star Wars has shown the face of
a stormtrooper-the soldiers of the evil Empire (or the
First Order). Star Wars's mythopoeia is well-established,
and even the casual viewer can read medievalisms in the
story: swords, princesses, quests, and "magic" of a kind.
The introduction of Finn as a person of color in a desert
landscape wearing armor marking him as "evil" recalls
the medieval Saracen, an Islamic warrior against whom
Western Crusaders fought. In Crusade literature, this
Saracen is a faceless enemy-unless he converts to Christianity. The conversion of the Saracen in medieval crusade litera~ure has tropes in common across authors, genres, and time periods. The Saracen will be marked out
early on as having "always" been "good," and he renounces his former life as a result of a battle against a
Christian warrior with whom immediate friendship is
established-but the Saracen may not actually fully conv~rt until compelled by the love of a woman. His loyalty
will_ b~ proven by dramatic heroism such as rescuing
Chnsttan heroes or defeating other Saracens on the field
of battle. My study looks at Ferumbras from The Sultan
of Babylon and Feirefiz from Wolfram von Eschenbach's
Parzival though I consider several other medieval texts as
well. These present an interesting pattern that is continued in the character of Finn from The Force Awakens.
The integrated other in medieval and modern depictions
would seem to complicate an otherwise clear dichotomy
o~ good and evil, but in fact it only serves to solidify the
differences between opposing sides. Because there is now
the possibility of changing sides, those Saracens who remain Saracen (or those stormtroopers who remain loyal
to the First Order) are viewed as more culpable.
Aaron Kelly Anderson

The Young Face of Trauma: Vulnerable Characters in
Cross-Cultural Mythologies
The term "trauma," according to linguists, is Greek in
origin and first appeared in the 17th century. The word
literally translates to "wound," and we know it today as
a deep spiritual scarring that only the most delicate of
communication can remedy. We know that individual
human beings experience it and various social groups
encounter it, but it is also present on many cultural
scales. Believe it or not, this sort of spiritual damage appears in several mythological icons. One example is

Osain, an orisha (or god-manifestation) of the Yoruba
tribe who lost major limbs in a savage attack, but still
became a revered symbol of nature. Another example is
Lady Meng Jiang, who shattered the Great Wall of China
with her reverberating wails of grief - an emblem for
the suffering experienced by the lower-status civilians of
that old society. And then there is Ajax, from an ancient
Greek play by Sophocles, perhaps the first character to
suffer what we would eventually call "Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder." My paper posits that the concept of
"trauma," long before we assigned it a name, has been
present since antiquity in the mythological cornerstones
of various cultures, and we have certain characters in
those myths who first illustrated it for us. Furthermore,
these age-old tales are still used today for forms of trauma ~reatment, like war veterans performing in staged
readmgs of Sophocles's Ajax. We are always able to connect with these characters and perhaps achieve the spiritual closure that has evaded us.
Lori Arnold
Jane Studdock and Eowyn as Norse Heroines
Reimagined

Both C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien receive criticism for
the lack of strong female characters in their fiction. However, the female characters that they did choose to in~lude play significant roles in the novels and embody similar characteristics to female characters in the Norse
myths that both men admired. Jane Studdock in Lewis'
That Hideous Strength plays a central role in the action
of the novel. Jn Tolkien's Lord of the Rings trilogy, the
character of Eowyn shares even more similarities to the
Norse myths in part because the world she inhabits Rohan, more_ closely resembles that of the Norse ro'yths.
Whether either author intentionally created these female
characters with similarities to female characters such as
the Valkyries, a clear link can be drawn between Eowyn,
Jane Studdock, and Brynhild. Like Brynhild in The Saga
of the Volsungs, Eowyn embraces the ideals of the female
warrior or "shield maiden." Both women are courageous
and join men in battle rather than embracing the traditional feminine duty of caring for the home. Jane Studdock resembles Brynhild because she has several dreams
throughout the novel, whose interpretation are essential
to plot. Brynhild is renowned because of her wisdom and
her ability to interpret dreams. In my paper, I will not
only provide further examples of the similarities between
the modern characters and the Norse myth, but also
demonstrate how both Lewis and Tolkien redraw a preChristian heathen myth from a Christian perspective.
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Robert Boenig
The Face of the Materialist Magician
Early on in their correspondence, Screwtape informs his
protege Wormwood that the greatest accomplishment of
the Lowerarchy Below would be the proliferation of the
"Materialist ,Magician" - the modern intellectual who
practices what is, in effect, black magic but paradoxically
rejects belief in religion and the supernatural. Januslike,
the Materialist Magician simultaneously faces towards
both the past and the future, accomplishing the deeds of
the medieval necromancer while accepting the worldview
of the modern, atheistical scientist. Once we know how
to spot him, the Materialist Magician is seemingly everywhere in Lewis's works, like owls in the binoculars of a
trained ornithologist. Screwtape may name him, but he
walks about on Malacandra in Out of the Silent Planet
(in prototypical form), lands among the floating islands
of Perelandra, names himself Legion in That Hideous
Strength, offers himself as a strawman in Lewis's inaugural le~ture at Cambridge, and even visits, however briefly,
the k~ngdom of Glome in Till We Have Faces. He is, to
nod m Joseph Campbell's distinguished direction the
villain with a dozen faces. The purpose of this talk i~ not
only to describe those faces but also to demonstrate the
c_entrality of the Materialist Magician to Lewis's imaginative agenda, establish his liminality (that is, his ability to
face both ways on temporal and moral thresholds), delineate what he tells us about Lewis's (and Tolkien's) use of
t~e ~ing Arthur narrative, and explain some things about
his importance for understanding the relationship of
World War II to The Lord of the Rings, particularly the
first book of The Two Towers.

David Bratman
C.S. Lewis, Numen6rean
C.S. Lewis borrowed from J.R.R. Tolkien's legendarium
for That Hideous Strength. What did he do with it?

yan's protagonist, Christian, goes on a similar spiritual
progress, minus the pomp and luxury. Despite multiple
challenges from characters such as Envy, Superstition,
and the Worldly Wiseman, Christian perseveres as he
progresses to the gates of the Celestial City. He remains
resolute, forward-focused, and moves toward God regardless of ecclesiastical or social status. In The Pilgrim's
Regress, Lewis challenges progressive worldviews, referred to by the German word "Zeitgeisthiem," or the
"habit of the spirit of the times." Along his journey,
John, the protagonist, encounters occultism, Freudianism, modernism, and idealism before eventually
"regressing" to Christianity. As a recent convert, Lewis
valued "regressive" wisdom and discouraged readers
from the "theory of progress," which treats elements of
the past as "mere 'survivals' from some earlier and darker age." He distanced himself from William Godwin and
Charles Darwin's ideas of biological and social evolution
as well as contemporary views of situational ethics.
Joe Christopher
Cusum Analysis, A Fiction, An Essay, and Possible
Literary Forgery
Joe R. Christopher has been writing a series of essays on
the late ~~thryn L~ndsko?g's att~cks on Walter Hooper,
C.S. Lewis s long-time editor. This paper deals with "The
Dark Tower" (the fictional fragment published in 1977)
ai_id "Christian Reunion" (the essay published 1990).
Lmdskoog was wrong in her original assumption that the
first part of "The Dark Tower" was completely written
by Hooper, but cusum analysis ("stylistic" analysis of a
sort) of the two works does suggest that both have mixed
autho~ship. Some additional evidence supports this, but
t?e e~1stence of handwritten manuscripts complicates the
s~tuati_on. (Christopher basically has been on Lindskoog's
side smce she began her investigation, but not beyond
reason.)
Joe Christopher

Derek Brown

From Progress to Regress: Bunyan Faces Forward, Lewis
Looks to the Past
While imprisoned as a nonconformist Baptist in 1675,
John Bunyan "fell suddenly into allegory" as he wrote
The Pilgrim's Progress. In 1932, while staying in Belfast,
C.S. Lewis wrote The Pilgrim's Regress in a hasty twoweek period, shortly after his conversion to Christianity.
The novels share similar structure, but make unique arguments about cultural and philosophical issues of their
time. In this paper, I present the historical context to
both allegorical works. Specifically, I explore the significance of "progress" and "regress." As a nonconformist,
Bunyan challenges clerical authority and elevates the layman. During Bunyan's time, readers would have been
familiar with Queen Elizabeth's summer journey, or royal progress through the south England countryside. Bun-
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An Ekphrasis by C.S. Lewis: 'On a Picture by Chirico'
C.S. Lewis's poem describing and fictionalizing one of
Giorgio de Chirico's paintings is an unusual, sciencefictional work by Lewis, but it fits well into the postWorld War II era in Britain in attitude. Nothing is
known about Lewis's knowledge of the painter. The poem itself is one of Lewis's experiments in unusual poetic
techniques.

Chip Crane
Finding the Voice of Myth: Changes in Tolkien's Prose
Style from Early to Late Silmarillion
We tend look at the development of content in Tolkien's
great myth: changes in the story of Turin, the creation of
the Silmarils, or the darkening of Valin or. Yet much of
the power of the tales also lies in their prose style, the

distinct voice, often in elevated diction, that masterfully
creates the sense of the culture of elves looking back on
the history of the First Age. Numerous superlatives, references to the telling of history itself, and older diction and
syntax are a few such elements. Early drafts of these tales
do not display all of these elements, however, varying
greatly in style and tone from the later drafts. In this paper I will explore some of these characteristics of the
voice of the published Silmarillion and compare those to
some distinctive elements in earlier drafts.
Chip Crane
Panel: Tolkien and Death

Fingolfin, Turin, Finrod, Thorin, Fili, Kili, Boromir,
Thfoden, Denethor, Saruman, Hama, Gollum, lots of
ores, and many others across his corpus do not live to see
the end of their respective books. Aragorn dies of his
own will in the Appendix. Whom does Tolkien choose
for death in his works? How do they die? Who nearly
dies? What do Tolkien's choices as a storyteller convey
about: his view of death - and life? Tolkien's letters, essays, The Silmarillion, and The History of Middle-earth

offer further insight. Panelists will briefly address some of
these questions and invite further discussion on this
broad yet central topic. This panel discussion complem~~ts a call for papers for an anthology Chip Crane is
edrtmg on the topic of Tolkien and Death. With Chip
Crane (moderator), Carl Hostetter, Janet Brennan Croft,
and Jason Fisher.
Elliott Crane & Christopher Crane, Jr.

"Fair or False Faces?": Changing Appearances vs. Identity in Tolkien, Lewis and Young Adult Fantasy"
Ch~racters in Tolkien and Lewis sometimes change in
their appe~rance, sometimes through some form of magic
and s?metrmes through disguise. This change often correlates m some way with identity. For example, in The Sil~er Chair the Queen of Underland changes from a beau~rful :woman to a giant green snake, revealing her true
1dent1!y. Sam Gam?ee, on the other hand, when carrying
the Rmg_and rescumg Frodo from the ores, appears as an
elf warnor, something he is not, to the ore the stairs.
Young Adult (YA) fantasy also includes many instances
of characters who change appearance. These changes
relate to identity in different ways as well. How does the
correlation between identity and appearance in contemporary YA stories compare with the patterns in Tolkien's
and Lewis's works? We will explore this question in the
works of authors such as J.K. Rowling, Christopher Paolini, Laini Taylor, and Tamara Pierce.
Janet Brennan Croft

Faerian Drama, Without the Fairies: Two PostTolkienian Examples
In "On Fairy-stories," Tolkien introduces the concept of

Faerian drama: plays which the elves present to men,
with a "realism and immediacy beyond the compass of
any human mechanism," where the viewer feels he is
"bodily inside its Secondary World" but instead is "in a
dream that some other mind is weaving." In an earlier
paper, I suggested that Tolkien may have been influenced
in his development of the concept by Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight and Pearl, and looked at some examples of
Faerian drama in Tolkien's fiction and poetry, concentrating especially on his final story, Smith of Wootton
Major. Along the way I discussed A Christmas Carol and
A Midsummer Night's Dream, two works with clear intervention by otherworldly beings. Here I want to look at
several more recent examples of Faerian drama in fantastic film and television which achieve the same effect, but
do so without the fairies: the movie Groundhog Day and
the American version of the television series Life on
Mars, with side glances at such other examples as the
movies Inception and The Thirteenth Floor and TV episodes of The Librarians ("And the Point of Salvation")
and Doctor Who ("Heaven Sent").
Janet Brennan Croft

Doors into Elf-Mounds: ].R.R. Tolkien's Introductions,
Prefaces, and Forewords
Tolkien wrote a number of forewords, prefaces, and introductory notes over his long career, both to the works
of others and to his own works. I'll consider his introductions to Spring Harvest, A New Glossary of the Dialect
of the Huddersfield District, and several other works
primarily translations, and what they say about Talkie~
as a resonator and editor, to use Diana Pavlac Glyer's
terms for specific types of collaboration:---More interesting, however, are the forewords to his own fictional
~orks ~nd ho:,v, like doors into elf-mounds, they ease the
viewer mto hrs fantasy worlds. I'll investigate how they
are stru~tured a~d their relation to the works they preface, paymg particular attention to the textual history of
the Red Book of Westmarch frame. Smith of Wootton
Major is an especially interesting case, as it started out as
a f~reword and grew into a story, and is another opportunrty to consider Tolkien as collaborator.

Edmund P. Cueva
What Can the Visual Arts Tell Us about the Myth of
Cupid and Psyche?
In The Metamorphoses of Apuleius: On Making an Ass
of Oneself, Carl C. Schlam cemented the orthodoxy surrounding the originality of the myth of Cupid and Psyche: the myth was solely the creation of Apuleius. However, in a 1999 paper titled "Art and Myth in Cupid and
Psyche," I argued that that the myth of Cupid and Psyche
was not originally created by Apuleius. Indeed, a vase
painting, which predates the composition date of Apuleius's Metamorphoses, challenges the widely accepted view
that believes that Apuleius's inclusion in the Roman nov-
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el of the myth of the son of Venus and his love for a mortal woman was a new myth that could not be located in
. the pre-Apuleian Graeco-Roman literary corpus. This
paper will examine the ways in which the visual arts have
helped clarify or mold the original and current meanings
of this myth. Three works of art will be examined. The
first is the abovementioned vase. The second is Thomas
Edison's 28 second film, Cupid and Psyche, which was
filmed on August 22, 1897, at the Sutro Baths in San
Francisco, California. The last example is not a single
work, but rather a survey of the modern depictions of
this myth; these range from the original and subsequent
covers of C.S. Lewis's Till We Have Faces: A Myth Retold to the modern incarnations of the myth in the graphic novel.
·

Tolkien has created a myth that has little to do with the
Ents as Nature, and everything to do with the nature of
marriage. As a Roman Catholic, Tolkien would have implicitly accepted the indissolubility of marriage. However, even before marrying his wife Edith, he would have
had cause to understand the ways in which a man and a
woman, even in love, can grow apart-facing forward, as
in Lewis's model of Friendship, but moving independently rather than together. Lord of the Rings and Tolkien's
legendarium contain many depictions of married couples
and lovers, but only in the "long sorrow" of the Ents
does the narrative address a dilemma of separationphysical separation standing for separation of mindsthat can disrupt a marriage and hamper its sacramental
purpose.

Leslie A. Donovan

David Emerson

Panel: Teaching Tolkien in the Modem College Classroom

New Faces for Old: Neil Caiman's Reinvention of

Over the last sixty years, methods of teaching Tolkien's
works in college classrooms have changed and developed
as much as the scholarship on his works has evolved. At
the end of the last century, Tolkien-related courses in
higher education focused largely on how Tolkien's works
reflected medieval literary traditions. In the twenty-first
century, however, teachers from all different kinds of
colleges and universities have developed new strategies
and models for teaching Tolkien studies from diverse
literary, interdisciplinary, and global perspectives. This
panel will discuss some of these perspectives and invite
the audience to share and discuss additional ways to
highlight the relevance of studying Tolkien's works in
'college classrooms. With Leslie Donovan (moderator),
Christopher (Chip) Crane, Megan Abrahamson, and
Robert T. Tally Jr.

In several of his works, Neil Gaiman uses ancient gods
and other mythological entities as characters. This paper
will examine how Gaiman presents these characters to
modern audiences - sometimes authentically, sometimes
with changes (subtle to drastic) to suit the story. Some
gods turn out to be more adaptable than others, either in
terms of the writer re-interpreting the character for a story, or in terms of the god in question being able to
change and adapt their own being in order to survive in
the modern world. Gaiman has also invented new mythologies for his own purposes, such as The Endless
from Sandman and the new pantheon from American
Gods. We may see how these new mythologies might
work to fulfill similar functions for the current age that
the classical mythologies did for the ancients.

Mythology

Jason Fisher

Nicole duPlessis
Growing Together, or Growing Apart? The Ents as Marriage Myth in The Lord of the Rings
In The Four Loves, C.S. Lewis describes the difference
between Friendship - for Lewis, the highest form of natural love - and Eros in terms of facing forward, together, rather than facing one another, as lovers do. While
the blending of intellectual friendship and romantic love
is possible, and even ideal, Lewis explains in detail the
reasons why intellectual friendship between men and
women is unlikely to exist, even as a part of marriage. In
this paper, I propose the story of the Ents and the
Entwives as a myth that models a personal and pastoral
tragedy of marriage - the failure of spouses to grow together - with reference to Lewis's The Four Loves, Inkling biases concerning women, Tolkien's own married
life, and Catholic discourse on marriage during Tolkien's
lifetime. While scholarly treatment of the Ents in The
Lord of the Rings focuses primarily on Fangorn and his
brethren as trees, not lovers, in the Ents and Entwives,
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The Riddles and the Cup: Medieval Germanic Motifs in

The Hobbit
Tolkien's references to and incorporations of elements of
medieval Germanic language and literature are many and
varied. In this paper, I will take a look at some of the
elements he borrowed for his first published novel, The
Hobbit, with a particular emphasis on Old English and
Old Norse motifs.

Phillip Fitzsimmons
The Mystical Foundation of Owen Barfi,eld's Work,
Including the Evolution of Consciousness
This paper provides a brief primer to the mystical vision
of Rudolf Steiner as the shaping influence of the philosophic, literary, and fictional work of Owen Barfield long-time friend to C.S. Lewis and member of the Inklings. By Barfield's own admission, the degree of Steiner's
influence upon his work cannot be understated. In fact,
Barfield is difficult to read because his continuous Steiner

references result in his appearing incomprehensible or his
claims unsubstantiated. To read Steiner does not appeal
to most Inklings fans, and so Barfield is often given a
pass. This paper provides a taste of Steiner's imaginative
and mystical vision that enchanted Barfield, and, as stated before, provided the face to Barfield's thought as expressed in a lifetime of writing. The target of this paper is
to assist the general reader to approach and perhaps appreciate the work of Barfield as a member of the Inklings.
It is not an expression of my belief in Steiner's mysticism
nor a piece of Anthroposophical evangelism. Setting aside
our knee-jerk assumptions, Rudolf Steiner's work does
provide a mystical vision that can be read with pleasure
as fantasy source material, much as Tolkien fans pursue
the many volumes of The History of Middle-earth, or we
read the various source works inspiring any of the principle Inklings or other mythopoeic authors. This paper
provides the broad strokes of Steiner's mystical vision
and shows how Steiner's work fleshes out the principle
• theme of Owen Barfield's work when he wrote about the
evolution of consciousness.
Alicia Fox-Lenz
Looking into the Mirror: Feminist Reflections in
Galadriel and Orual

I will be comparing Lewis and Tolkien's views of women/
feminism through Orual's transformation in Till We
Have Faces and Tolkien's reworkings of Galadriel
throughout his writing. There are obvious similarities
between the characters - they are both powerful female
rulers and grow from being selfish to selfless over the
course of their lives - but within them is seemingly also
distilled the author's views about women. Lewis tends to '
view women in an archaic and pessimistic way. Even
though Orual is a fully fleshed-out character, she does
not escape being treated like an object, cast aside for being unattractive until she proves to her father she still has
worth. Her life is a life of envy and selfishness of love,
character flaws that are stereotypically feminine. Where
Orual is full of anger, especially at Ungit, Galadriel is
touched with sadness. We are first introduced to Galadriel as a matronly figure, one of the most powerful beings
in Middle-earth, who longs for her home in the West she
has been banished from due to a selfish quest for power.
Throughout Tolkien's reimaginings of Galadriel, she goes
from someone who was just following along as Feanor
committed the Kinslaying, to leaving Valinor independent of Feanor, to leaving Valinor explicitly to stop Feanor
and his evil. Galadriel's motivations and flaws are not
stereotypical feminine ones. Also taking into consideration other female characters by the authors it becomes
clear that Lewis and Tolkien have very different views of
women. Lewis a more traditional view, and Tolkien
seemingly veering to a more feminist view.

Jason Marc Harris
A Face Concealed: Duplicity, Dopplegangers, and Dark
Sublimity

Countering the idealism that truth and beauty are manifestations of divine revelation, there is a rich tradition in
folklore, fantasy, and horror fiction of false faces, disconcerting disguises, duplicitous doubling, and the dark gnosis of both the loathsome and the aesthetic. This paper
will examine examples of the dangers of physical, ethical,
and existential duplicity. This investigation of deceitful
visages will include the Loathly Lady motif, Duessa in
Edmund Spenser's The Faerie Queene, as well as Irish
and German folktales, legends, and several short stories
dealing with the perilous moral and metaphysical implications of fairy glamour, dopplegangers, and demonic
shapechangers. In addition, the analysis will confront
implications and imagery of ambiguous, concealed, and
horrific visages in horror tales such as H.P. Lovecraft's
"The Dunwich Horror," "The Dreams in the Witch
House," and Arthur Machen's "Novel of the Black Seal"
and "Novel of the White Powder." Through these literary manifestations of facial concealment, physical deceit,
and disconcerting disclosures, these narratives challenge
superficial assumptions about moral purity, anthrocentric
cosmology, and cohesive human identity.
Colleen S. Harris-Keith

"A Face to Meet the Faces That You Meet": A Critical
Exploration of Fractured Identity and Alchemical
Transfonnation in Catherynne M. Valente's Palimpsest

Valente delivers a unique mythological structure in her
novel Palimpsest, in that her characters must navigate
both the contemporary 'normal' world and the politically
complex fantasy world of Palimpsest, an alternate reality
where one's psyche is often physically manifested. A
unique take on the hero's journey, Valente's novel entwines the journeys of four characters in a distinctly
modernist manner, forcing the characters to grapple with
the fragmentation and complexity of modern life while
also experiencing a postmodern alternative where those
complexities are amplified, rather than solved. Using
Edinger's alchemical symbolism as applied to the psyche,
this paper explores how Valente's kaleidoscope of heroes
transforms identity throughout their mythic journey. The
paper will also engage with themes from ritual theory, _
depth psychology, and mythological studies, as connections are made to demonstrate how the particular alchemical and heroic transformations within Valente's
universe may be seen as reflections of the contemporary
collective American psyche.
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Jonathan Himes

C.S. Lewis's Hypocrisy as a Critic: Experimenting with
Lewis's An Experiment in Criticism
As a scholar of literary criticism, did C.S. Lewis abide by
his own standards laid out in Experiment in Criticism? Is
receptivity the best standard for gauging whether a given
book is Literary? Is that not making us "patients etherized upon a table," too, as passively receiving a work's
other-ing effects instead of employing our active collaboration (see Umberto Eco). Lewis shows in his landmark
book study, The Allegory of Love (1936) that he's an
active reader who uses texts from Antiquity to the Renaissance for his own purposes and to suit his own tastes.
He does not conform to his oft-quoted passage about
how his own eyes are not enough for him. If he had more
thoroughly examined his own critical habits, perhaps he
would have admitted that, quite often, he does in fact
desire to see the C.S. Lewis in Epicurus rather than the
other way round, or to see his own tastes mirrored back
to him in his favored texts from the fourth to fourteenth
centuries.
Joel Hunter

Mythical Grammar according to ].R.R. Tolkien and
Vladimir Propp: A Gesture Toward Conciliation
between Mythopoeia and Formalism
This paper sketches a framework for understanding how
the radically different literary perspectives of Tolkien and
the Russian folklorist Vladimir Propp can be constructively compared, and the value of doing so. I will briefly
explain Propp's approach in the Morphology of the
Folktale and how it can be used to explain the aesthetic
satisfaction many readers experience and report when a
tale conforms to a particular structure. Propp consciously
disregarded questions of literary meaning, thus guilty by
Tolkien's lights of "using the stories not as they were
meant to be used, but as a quarry from which to dig evidence." Tolkien has no truck with empirical and reductive methods like Propp's. Propp is an analyst of form
and syntax, Tolkien of content and meaning. Propp is an
anatomist, Tolkien a psychologist (or poet). And yet their
analyses of fairy tales converge on two noteworthy
points. The first is the effect of a well-written tale on the
reader. In previous research published on Propp, I have
investigated his elliptical claim that his 31-function schema "is a measuring unit for individual tales." It has been
observed that the well-formed tale according to Propp's
scheme constitutes a cultural script marked by keen aesthetic satisfaction. The second point of convergence is on
the question of origins, with both Tolkien and Propp, in
their respective vocabularies, indicating the necessity of
an Ur-story, a Protean form from which stories of an
infinite variety of "amazing multi-formity, picturesqueness, and color" have emerged under the sub-creative
auspices of the "elvish craft .." Propp's explanation is by
design naturalized while Tolkien's is metaphysical. Yet
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both reveal something essential to "incantation in
Faerie," a mythical grammar by which the storyteller
may, if successful, wield an enchanter's power.
Douglas Jackson
Frumious Collaboration: The Distinctives of C.S. Lewis's Collaborative Impulse

In The Company They Keep and Bandersnatch, Diana
Glyer argues for the Inklings as a collaborative association. Where Glyer's approach is primarily biographical,
this paper looks at what Lewis says about collaboration
in his own writing, helping to clarify our understanding
of the Inklings and collaboration. The paper explores
four aspects of Lewis' collaborative process, using passages from That Hideous Strength and parallels found in
Lewis's other works. Lewis's unique collaborative process is relational, external, humble, and enhancing. Relational: Collaboration emerges organically as people get to
know one another, not mechanically when they organize
one another. Lewis uses the members of the N.I.C.E. to
demonstrate the false collaboration that arises from overlapping ambition rather than shared interest. Lewis' essay
"The Inner Ring" explicates this idea. External: Common
interest, not the personal lives of the participants, characterizes collaboration. This emerges as Lewis highlights
the distinctiveness of each member of the company of St.
Anne's. "Friendship," in The Four Loves, provides commentary. Humble: Collaboration avoids factionalism;
factionalism poisons collaboration. Dr. Dimble particularly illustrates this danger and its redemption. Lewis
explores this in "Friendship" and The Screwtape Letters.
Enhancing: Collaboration does not homogenize but
sharpens and increases the differences between participants. While the members of the company at St. Anne's
revel in one another'·s quirkiness, Belbury strives to reduce all humanity to a single being. The first is collaboration; the second is the collective. Lewis expands this idea
in "Friendship," Mere Christianity, and "Membership."
Humphrey Carpenter depicted the Inklings as creative
monads. Diana Glyer revolutionized this view. This paper builds on her thought by exploring its application to
perhaps the most famous member of the group.
Martha S. Jones

Reconstructing the Alamo and Other Texas Folklore
Why should we remember the Alamo? Why is Texas the
Lone Star State? Everything is bigger and better in Texas,
including the folklore. Let's look at some popular ideas
about how and why Texas became part of the United
States of America. Before Texas became a republic, it was
a state of New Spain and then Mexico. Who lived here
first? What are some practices and legends dating to the
early 19th century or before? Why did the government
decide to recruit Anglo-American settlers? Were the first
Anglo settlers just a raggedy bunch of opportunists fleeing troubled pasts? What about those that followed?
We'll look at Davy Crockett of Tennessee as a man who

enjoyed creating his own legend. By 1835 the rapidly
expanding population of Texas and Coahuila yearned for
independence and liberty. Meanwhile the government of
Mexico had shifted from a federation of states under an
1824 constitution to a centralized system led by General
Santa Anna, the self-styled Napoleon of the West, who
considered unauthorized settlers to be traitors and pirates. Conflict became inevitable. In February 1836 the
siege of the Alamo in San Antonio began. What really
happened during those thirteen days? Did the young lieutenant William Travis draw a line in the sand? Why did
he disobey Sam Houston's order to vacate such an unsustainable location? Did every defender go down fighting?
How do films such as John Wayne's 1960 version of the
Alamo battle shape our view of history? Six weeks after
the fall of the Alamo, Sam Houston had drawn Santa
Anna's forces to a bayou near present-day Houston
called San Jacinto. Was his course happenstance or intentional? Here we encounter the myth and reality of Emily
Morgan and the role she played in the Texian and Tejano
victory. The newly independent Republic of Texas lasted
only ten years before joining the United States of America, but its mystique lives on.
Maria Kepler and Tristan Bogost

The Face of the Other: Love's Redemptive Power in The
Buried Giant - and - Choice, Time, and the Struggle
for Power: The Aging of Gawain
Inspired by "Faces of Mythology," we offer a student/
teacher pair of papers that explore aging faces in medieva~ and modern heroic quests. Rising college freshman
Tnstan Bogost examines the relationship of medieval
quests to community ethics in Gawain and the Green
Kn~ght and "Wife of Bath's Tale." Because the quests are
assigned by "outsiders," the lessons are critical of the
heroic code and correct the community. He then turns to
lshiguro's 20!5 novel, The Buried Giant, revisiting an
elderly Gawam. Bogost argues, "The Buried Giant illustrates the bind that "virtuous" loyalty places on ethics ... Gawain remains loyal to Arthur, promising to guard
the dragon ... whose breath obliterates memories lest war
occur between Britons and Saxons." \Vhile amnesia may
avert war, it also guarantees that the cultures remain in a
stagnant stupor. Bogost's teacher Maria Kepler picks up
where he concludes. Ishiguro contrasts the failure of
Gawain with the profound ethical success of elderly Axl
and Beatrice, whose quest for their son and memories is
animated by lifelong love. Remembering, Axl realizes
that he too served Arthur but turned away when he recognized Arthur's policies as brutal and self-serving. Instead, Axl dedicates his life to his beloved. In a novel laden with retribution, the mutual devotion of Axl and Beatrice is the only ethical light in the darkness. Kepler's
paper explores whether such private devotion has the
capacity to transform the public sphere; lshiguro is highly
critical of blind devotion to one's nation or ethnicity.
Kepler further discusses the questing lovers from The

Silmarillion, Beren and Luthien, and her paper culminates with an exploration of private love as a saving
force, a model of an ethics that emphasizes the radical
otherness and primacy of the beloved, as opposed to the
privileging of "sameness" that has driven so much modern conflict.
Lynn Maudlin and Courtney Riojas
Mythologies: Remembrance of Things Past ... and
Future?

The Maiden and The Crone together consider Myth and
hypothesize that mythology is a way for humanity to
safely remember dangerous and/or difficult things. From
the Bible to Harry Potter, myths warn of folly and dangerous paths, offer solutions, counter solo suffering, and
provide a seed of hope. Lynn Maudlin and granddaughter Courtney Riojas will look at a variety of specific
myths and examine the ways in which they have served
us - and continue to serve us.
Andrew Lazo and Midori Snyder with Robert Boenig
Guests of Honor Panel: Face to the Future: Practical

Advice from Ancient, Medieval, and Modern Mythology
C.S. Lewis_ suggested that "[s]ince it is so likely that
[people] will meet cruel enemies, let them at least have
h~ard of ~rave knights and heroic courage." J.R.R. Tolkien descnbes how imaginative literature offers us several
distinct tools to help us face our daily lives, including
Fantasy, R~c,overy, _Escape, and ~onsolation. This panel
heeds Lewiss advice by exploring what Tolkien may
hav~ ~eant by these ter~s. Whether we discover these
~tones m old books, modern movies, or in our own writmgs, how might myths of many sorts offer us practical
guidance?
Andrew Lazo
C.S. Lewis Got It Wrong (and Why It Matters):
Unraveling an Unpublished Mystery

In 2012, after lying in an archive folder at the Marion E.
Wade Center for decades, an unpublished manuscript by
C.S. Lewis at last came to light. For a number of compelling reasons that discovery, which Walter Hooper calls
"Early Prose Joy," offers a crucial advance to scholars
and readers alike. Not only correcting the date Lewis
recorded for his Theistic conversion, this manuscript and
the notebook that contains it offer vital insights into several aspects of Inklings scholarship, even including a new
poem in Owen Barfield's hand. In this session Andrew
Lazo sheds light on both his work with that manuscript
as well as his exclusive access to other notebook pages
and explores how these discoveries might guide our
thinking and study for years to come.
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Whitney May
A Sword in the Hand of the Goddess: Postsecular and
Feminist Intersections in Tamara Pierce's Tortall
In 1983, the first installation of Tamora Pierce's Song of
the Lioness quartet arrived in a fantasy market critically
lacking strong female characters. Born largely, Pierce said
in an interview with The Atlantic, out of the betrayal she
felt when Eowyn forfeits her sword in Lord of the Rings,
Song of the Lioness was designed to add a pivotal dimension of female action to the previously male-centric world
of fantasy literature. Today Pierce is known as a pioneer
in the field of feminist fantasy; certainly much scholarly
work has been done on the commendable feminist
themes of her 26 novels. Little has been done, however,
to investigate the ways that her overall feminist project
has been served by the presence of the richly developed
pantheon at the heart of her work. My paper seeks to
explore the complex contours of Pierce's pantheon as it
develops specifically throughout the 17 novels in her
T~rtallan universe, and how this development intersects
with her feminist narrative program. While the pantheon
remains the same throughout these novels-a clever and
diverse hodgepodge of iconic gods and goddesses that
recall those of cultures from around our world-its involvement with the mortal realms alters remarkably. The
gods that indelicately pull the plot-strings of Pierce's first
quartet grow quieter as Tortall's narrative history progresses, until finally they are almost silent by her most
recent novel, Mastiff (2011). Meanwhile, Pierce's heroines only advance in their agency as the gods weaken in
theirs. My paper will analyze the inverse relationship between female and divine (dis)empowerment in Pierce's
work in order to expose an underlying symbiosis between
the two. It will, to borrow from the second title in The
Song of the Lioness quartet, place a ready sword in the
hand of the goddess.

Elise McKenna
Mutation of Myth in the Ainulindale and Valaquenta
The faces of beloved characters in J.R.R. T olkien's The
Silmarillion share common traits with many mythologies.
The most well known influence is of the Northern mythology or 'tradition' of the Norse. However, the Valar
and Valier have deeper roots. Similarities can be seen in
the Greek Titans as well as the Greco-Roman pantheons.
Tolkien imbued his creations with traits, dispositions,
raiment, and stories relating to the elementals: earth, air,
fire, and water, as well as to rulers of the ancient world
of the gods. The very fabric of Arda is woven together
with these bits and pieces into the seamless tapestry of a
created universe. While simple comparisons are evident,
delving deeper into certain characters, such as the Valier
Yavanna, can reveal a mixture of diverse mythological
aspects, and still other comparisons can provide how
Tolkien's creativity shines through, as with the origins of
the sun and moon. Tolkien's literary background enhanc-
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es and gives depth to the characters and stories in the
Ainulindale and the Valaquenta; the differences between
mythology and fantasy are just as important to Tolkien's
work as the similarities, and showcase where creativity
weaves aspects of mythological archetypes into fantasy.
Tolkien relied on a colorful backdrop full of adventure,
story, and elements to enhance his own creation. Although a direct one-for-one catalog is not the focus of this
paper, the findings here can be useful in acknowledging
similarities, differences, and how these might affect our
reading of The Silmarillion and works by other fantasy
authors.
David Oberhelman

Open Discussion of 2016 Mythopoeic Awards Finalists

This is an open audience discussion session on the finalists for the 2016 Mythopoeic Fantasy Awards and Mythopoeic Scholarship Awards. All are welcome to talk
about the nominees before we learn the winners Sunday
night!
Eric Rauscher

"Oh Bilbo, Thou Art Changed", A Midsummer Day's
Paper: Altered Visage in The Lord of the Rings
Christopher Crane's recent work on Tolkien's use of ambi~uous language as a literary means has spurred me to
wnte a paper that has been simmering in my brain for
years. I will be exploring a very specific use of ambiguous
language as it relates to shifts in the perceived look of a
~erson in many passages in The Lord of the Rings. Sometimes the source seems obvious, sometimes not. What can
be gleaned by a closer look and ambiguity?"
Vicki Ronn
Except the Queen and the Changing Faces of Old Women in Mythopoeic Literature

Touching on characters from earlier literature, including
Eurykleia from The Odyssey, Demeter from The Homeric Hymn to Demeter, the Furies and the Fates (Greek
myth), the Norns (Norse myth), and Baba Yaga (Russian
folklore), this paper/presentation will discuss how the
characters in Midori Snyder and Jane Yolen's novel Except the Queen represent the evolving representation of
the senescent woman in mythopoeic literature. It will
attempt to show how Yolen and Snyder's characters (as
perhaps others in contemporary fantasy literature) both
reflect the depictions of the aged woman from these earlier works as well as evolve beyond those earlier portrayals
to a more complex interpretation.

John Rosegrant
From the Ineluctable Wave to the Realization of
Imagined Wonder: Tolkien's Transformation of Psychic
Pain into Art
Tolkien named the desire at the heart of Faerie as "the
realization, independent of the conceiving mind, of imagined wonder," a desire that is paradoxically subjective
and objective at the same time. This paradox is a central
feature of transitional experience, a psychological state
described by Winnicott as at the foundation of creativity
and play. Trauma and internal conflict often block creativity and play, instead being represented by frozen symbols that bring no relief and do not change unless the
symbols can be transformed in transitional experience.
Tolkien manifested a frozen symbol in his recurring
dream of the "ineluctable wave," which depicted passive
surrender to overwhelming impersonal trauma. Tolkien
was finally able to "exorcise" the dream by writing the
story of the drowning of Numenor, wherein he
demonstrated that the wave was sent to crush hubris.
Thus, weaving his traumatic dream into the transitional
experience of art was important to Tolkien's artistic
development more broadly. The hubris of the
Numen6reans paralleled Tolkien's own sense of hubris in
making public his private self: His concept of subcreation
may be understood as an apologia for his audacity in
creating something original, and his letters include
expressions of his conscious anxiety about making his
legendarium public. Tolkien prominently depicted the
danger of creative hubris in the character of Feanor who
fell so in love with his works that he caused di;aster.
Tolkien wrote versions of the drowning of Numenor
during _Periods . when he was either making his
legendarm_m public or felt blocked in doing so, suggesting
that ':orkmg_ t~rough the dream issues was necessary to
free his creativity. In this way Tolkien's opus is art about
creativity, powerfully voicing the universal need for
transitional experience.
Samantha Shaver

See the Face of the Bard: Divine Madness in the Poetry

of William Blake and Allen Ginsberg
The archetypal figure of the Bard plays an important role
in the mythology and literature of many cultures. Famous
Bards such as Homer, Taliesin, and Shakespeare preserved and imparted the history, mythology, and wisdom
of their generations through poetry and song. Bards have
traditionally been men who served an important social
and cultural function, but who were somewhat outside
the social norm. One quality that set Bards apart was
their ability for visionary artistic creation, an ability that
was thought to come from, or to be inspired by, the divine. Inspiration sometimes takes the form of what appears to be madness, and William Blake and Allen Ginsberg are no exception to this bardic trait. Blake and Ginsberg operate in the bardic tradition not only by imagin-

ing bardic figures in their poems, but also by playing the
part of the Bard in the political and cultural happenings
of their own moments in time. They challenge their readers to hear the voice of the Bard and to act on what they
hear. Blake and Ginsberg both deal in subjects that many
would consider to be "profane;" Blake's poetry is full of
diabolical or hellish scenes and characters, and Ginsberg's poetry is characterized by descriptions of genitalia
and sexual encounters. However, through the inspired
vision of the Bard, these often taboo themes are presented as sacred instead of profane; rather than using them to
shock or threaten the reader, Blake and Ginsberg employ
the diabolical and the sexual as vehicles for expressing
uncomfortable truths about human nature - truths that
readers need to come to terms with before healing and
social progress can take place.
Robert T. Tally Jr.

Tolkien's Red Dragons: Fantasy and Marxist Literary
Criticism
In a spirited defense of fantasy and in opposition to the
genre's influential left-wing detractors, China Mieville
has argued that the fantastic mode or genre is well-suited
to the task of Marxist critique. Complaining of an
"ideology of cognition" that had led many Marxist critics to embrace a form of science fiction while expressly
rejecting fantasy, Mieville insisted that the radical alterity
of fantasy made possible both significant critiques of the
status quo and innovative visions of possible alternatives.
As he concluded, "Red Planets we have. We should not
neglect the red dragons." Tolkien would not seem to fit
easily within a discussion of Marxism and fantasy, and a
n~mber of left-wing critics (including a younger Mieville'
hii:nself) have bashed Tolkien for his conservatism, religiosity, and nostalgia. Michael Moorcock infamous dismiss~d Tolkie?- as "epic Pooh," and such leading critics
of science-fict10n as Fredric Jameson, Darko Suvin, and
Carl Fre~dman have pronounced Tolkienesque fantasy to
be reactionary. However, in my view, Tolkien's work
opens :UP rich territory for Marxist criticism, along the
same Imes that Mieville had suggested in his defense of
fantasy. Drawing upon both formal analysis and social
theory, I argue that Tolkien's writings-especially The
Lord of the Rings-constitute a form of geopolitical fantasy, well suited for speculative and oppositional criticism. Referring to a Marxist critical tradition, including
such theorists of the novel as Benjamin, Lukacs, Bakhtin,
Jameson, and Moretti, I argue that Tolkien's development of this genre corresponds to a modernist project of
figuratively mapping the world system of the postwar
period, while creating imaginary spaces for alternative
formations to become visible. Thus, Tolkien's work may
be seen to fulfill both the diagnostic and revolutionary
aspects of Marxism, in which a "ruthless critique" of the
present time and place makes possible potential visions of
other worlds.
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Robert T. Tally Jr. and Students
Revisionary Visions of The Hobbit and its World
•
•
•

"A Fortunate Little Fellow: Divine Providence in
The Hobbit," Bianca Beronio
"Baptism of the Sword," Julia Whitmore
"Of the True Lord of Arda: Trials and Triumphs of
Sauron the Great," Thomas Gresham

These presentations offer alternative interpretations of
Tolkien's world, with a focus on The Hobbit in particular. Bianca Beronio looks at the hidden but prevailing
influence of Christianity on the fantasy novel, and she
emphasizes the theme of Divine Providence, unnamed but
present throughout the book, in the adventures of Bilbo
Baggins. Julia Whitmore takes as her starting point the
moment when Bilbo slays the spider in Mirkwood, names
his sword, and transforms from an Edwardian bourgeois
into a heroic adventurer. Comparing this to the scene in
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe when Peter kills
the wolf leader Maugrim, Whitmore argues that this violent conflict is integral to his transition from wellmannered British teenager Peter Pevensie to King Peter
the Great. Both Bilbo and Peter are reborn into their new
identity as heroes. Finally, in a playful and creative
"biography" purportedly written by an Ore historian,
Thomas Gresham delivers a revisionist account of
Sa_u~on's life story from the perspective of a worshipful
mm1on. The Necromancer here is seen as a savior of Ores
and a just ruler of Arda, heroically defending his people
from the treachery of Elves and Men. The result is a fanciful but credible hagiography of the Dark Lord.
Robert T. Tally Jr. and Students
Panel: Unsung Heroes in Tolkien's Legendarium

•
•
•

"A Wizard's Pupil in the House of Stewards: Of
Faramir," Devin Baumann
"The Descent of Denethor," Michael Salinas
"Off the Pedestal and into the Battle: Eowyn's
Journey," Hannah Barton

These presentations focus attention on celebrated characters in T olkien's work. Each panelist argues for the significance of the respective person and his role in the dramatic history of Middle-earth, while also providing a
somewhat revisionary approach to the character-study.
Devin Baumann takes up the complex character of Faramir, last Steward of Gondor prior to the return of the
king. In an elegant reading of his actions in The Lord of
the Rings, Baumann discloses a sort of heroic anti-hero,
one who strives to do good while acknowledging that all
paths may lead to doom, and hence a conflicted, supremely human figure. Michael Salinas examines the penultimate Steward, Denethor, who has been thoroughly
villainized in the movie treatment of his character by Peter Jackson, but who is arguably a truly pitiable, yet great
man. Salinas describes a tragic hero, a victim of his own
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pride but also of the terrible times and travails facing
him, but above all, a victim of Sauron's cruel machinations. In the redemption of Denethor lies the power of
pity, which offers hope for the future. And Hannah Barton explores Eowyn's struggles to find her place in a male
dominated world in which she lives. Eowyn embodies the
role of a strong female knight whose heroic defeat of the
Lord of the Nazgul ultimately leads her to peace in the
equal partnership she forges with Faramir in the postWar of the Ring world.
Donald T. Williams

"Beyond Personality": C.S. Lewis on the Doctrine of the
Trinity
Lewis's exposition of the Trinity has two strengths. First,
it helps us see how something that initially looks contradictory can on further reflection be seen simply as hard to
imagine but still intelligible. Second, it helps us see that
the Trinity is about the profound way in which the Christian God is personal and relational: Relationality is actually at the heart of His nature. So the doctrine of the
Trinity as understood by Lewis is a powerful antidote to
the temptation to_construct an abstract Absolute to protect ourselves agamst the God who is really there.
Paige Zentner
The Elf in the Mirror

In the past, Britain was the cross-roads where the Norse
Norman, Anglo-Saxon, Roman, and Celtic culture~
mixed and blended to create the mythic face of Britain ~nd that face is elvish. This is especially apparent in British fantasy literature, as these imported mythologies create~ the foundation for some of our favorite stories. Focusing on the portrayal of elves by J.R.R. Tolkien and
Terry Pratchett, this work examines their inspiration and
the evolution of the elves in their works. A comparison of
their elvish characters with the Irish tale of the Tuatha de
Danann shows clear parallels. Tolkien's broad history of
the elves follows a similar storyline, while Pratchett's
elves exhibit similar characteristics. Their portrayal differs, however, with Tolkien's elves embodying the wise
and fair elder race, while Pratchett's are primal characters showing humanity's sometimes less than savory desires. The differences speak to the needs of their readers.
In Tolkien's time, they provided a sense of history to
English readers, who could then take pride in a folklore
all their own. In Pratchett's works, they provide an avenue for social commentary and an opportunity to examine our own values. This implies that elves in fantasy literature actually shed light upon the current needs and
condition of humanity. Consequently, the mythic face of
the elves is still right in front of us, affecting how we tell
stories. Over time these faces may change, but the elves
are still alive and well, playing on (and with) human perceptions. Our sheer willingness to believe is what keeps
the elves ever present in our literature.

ffiychopoeic AUIORds
The Mythopoeic Awards are chosen each year by committees composed of volunteer
Mythopoeic Society members, and presented at Mythcon. The award is a statuette
of a seated lion, evoking Asian from C.S. Lewis's Chronicles of Narnia. The Fantasy
Awards honor current fantasy works "in the spirit of the Inklings," in two categories, adult and children's literature. The Scholarship Awards honor works published
during the preceding three years that make a significant contribution to scholarship
about the Inklings and the genres of myth and fantasy studies.

FINALISTS FOR 2016
Fantasy Awards, Adult Literature

•
•
•
•
•

Holly Black, The Darkest Part of the Forest (Little, Brown)
Kazuo lshiguro, The Buried Giant (Knopf)
E.K. Johnston, A Thousand Nights (Disney-Hyperion)
Naomi Novik, Uprooted (Del Rey)
Daniel Jose Older, Shadowshaper (Arthur A. Levine)
Fantasy Awards, Children's Literature

•
•

•

•
•

Cassie Beasley, Circus Mirandus (Dial)
Robert Beatty, Serafina and The Black Cloak (DisneyHyperion)
Sarah Beth Durst, The Girl Who Could Not
Dream (Clarion Books)
Terry Pratchett, Tiffany Aching Series: Wee Free Men·
Hat Full of Sky; Wintersmith; I Shall Wear Midnight; ;he
Shepherd's Crown (HarperCollins)
Ursula Vernon, Castle Hangnail (Dial Books)
Scholarship Awards, Inklings Studies

•

Verlyn Flieger, ed. The Story of Kullervo by J.R.R. Tolkien
(HarperCollins, 2015)

•

Greve! Lindop, Charles Williams: The Third Ink-

•

Alistair E. McGrath, C.S. Lewis-A Life: Eccentric Genius,

ling (Oxford Univ. Press, 2015)

•
•

Reluctant Prophet (Tyndale House, 2013)
Abigail Santamaria, Joy: Poet, Seeker, and the Woman
Who Captivated C.S. Lewis (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
2015)
Christopher Tolkien, ed., Beowulf: A Translation and
Commentary Together with Se/lie Spell by J.R.R. Tolkien
(Houghton Mifflin, 2014)
Scholarship Awards, Myth and Fantasy Studies

•
•

Stefan Ekman, Here Be Dragons: Exploring Fantasy Maps
and Settings (Wesleyan Univ. Press, 2013)
Daniel Gabelman, George MacDonald: Divine Carelessness and Fairytale Levity (Baylor University Press, 2013)

•

•
•

Melanie Keene, Science in Wonderland: The Scientific
Fairy Tales of Victorian Britain (Oxford Univ., Press,
2015)
Heather O'Donoghue, English Poetry and Old Norse
Myth: A History (Oxford Univ. Press, 2014)
Jamie Williamson, The Evolution of Modern Fantasy:
From Antiquarianism to the Ballantine Adult Fantasy
Series (Palgrave Macmillan, 2015)
SELECTED MVTHOPOEIC AWARD HISTORY

The complete lists of Mythopoeic Awards winners and nominees can be found at www.mythsoc.org/awards.htm; this list
reflects the last two decades.
Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Fiction

1995 Something Rich and Strange by Patricia A. McKillip
1996 Waking the Moon by Elizabeth Hand
1997 The Wood Wife by Terri Windl ing
1998 The Djinn in the Nightingale's Eye by A.S. Byatt
1999 Stardust by Neil Gaiman and Charles Vess
2000 Tamsin by Peter S. Beagle
2001 The lnnamorati by Midori Snyder
2002 The Curse of Cha/ion by Lois McMaster Bujold
2003 Ombria in Shadow by Patricia A. McKillip
2004 Sunshine by Robin McKinley
2005 Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell by Susanna Clarke
2006 Anansi Boys by Neil Gaiman
2007 Solstice Wood by Patricia A. McKillip
2008 Orphan's Tales by Catherynne M. Valente
2009 Flesh and Spirit and Breath and Bone by Carol Berg
2010 Life/ode by Jo Walton
2011 Redemption in Indigo by Karen Lord
2012 The Uncertain Places by Lisa Goldstein
2013 Digger, Vols.1-6 by Ursula Vernon
2014 The Go/em and the Jinni by Helene Wecker
2015 Tales from Rugosa Coven by Sarah Avery
Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Children's Literature

1994 The Kingdom of Kevin Malone by Suzy McKee Charnas
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1995 Owl in Love by Patrice Kindl
1996 The Crown of Dalemark by Diana Wynne Jones
1998 The Young Merlin trilogy by Jane Yolen
1999 Dark Lord of Derkholm by Diana Wynne Jones
2000 The Folk Keeper by Franny Billingsley
2001 Aria of the Sea by Dia Calhoun
2002 The Ropemaker by Peter Dickinson
2003 Summer/and by Michael Chabon
2004 The Hollow Kingdom by Clare B. Dunkle
2005 A Hat Full of Sky by Terry Pratchett
2006 The Bartimaeus Trilogy by Jonathan Stroud
2007 Corbenic by Catherine Fisher
2008 The Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling
2009 Graceling by Kristin Cashore
2010 Where the Mountain Meets the Moon by Grace Lin
2011 The Queen's Thief Series consisting ofThe Thief, The
Queen of Attolia, The King of Attolia, and A Conspiracy
of Kings by Megan Whalen Turner
2012 The Freedom Maze by Delia Sherman
2013 Vessel by Sarah Beth Durst
2014 Doll Bones by Holly Black
2015 A Snicker of Magic by Natalie Lloyd
Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Inklings Studies

1994 J.R.R. Tolkien, A Descriptive Bibliography by
Wayne G. Hammond with the assistance of
Douglas A. Anderson
1995 C.S. Lewis in Context by Doris T. Myers
1996 J.R.R. Tolkien, Artist & Illustrator by
Wayne G. Hammond and Christina Scull
1997 The Rhetoric of Vision ed ited by Charles A. Huttar
,
and Peter J. Schakel
1998 A Question of Time: J.R.R. Tolkien's Road to Faerie
by Verlyn Flieger
1999 C.S. Lewis: A Companion & Guide by Walter Hooper
2000 Roverandom by J.R.R. Tolkien, edited by
Wayne G. Hammond and Christina Scull
20011.R.R. Tolkien, Author of the Century by Tom Shippey
2002 Tolkien's Legendarium: Essays on the History of
Middle-earth edited by Verlyn Flieger and
Carl F. Hostetter
2003 Beowulf and the Critics by J.R.R. Tolkien,
edited by Michael D.C. Drout
2004 Tolkien and the Great War: The Threshold of
Middle-earth by John Garth
2005 War and the Works of J.R.R. Tolkien by
Janet Brennan Croft
2006 The Lord of the Rings: A Reader's Companion by
Wayne G. Hammond and Christina Scull
2007 The J.R.R. Tolkien Companion and Guide by
Christina Scull and Wayne G. Hammond
2008 The Company They Keep: C.S. Lewis and
J.R.R. Tolkien as Writers in Community by
Diana Pavlac Glyer
2009 The History of the Hobbit by John Rateliff
2010 Tolkien, Race, and Cultural History: From Fairies to
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Hobbits by Dimitra Fimi
2011 Planet Narnia by Michael Ward
2012 Tolkien and Wales: Language, Literature and Identity by
Carl Phelpstead
2013 Green Suns and Faerie: Essays on J.R.R. Tolkien by
Verlyn Flieger
2014 Tolkien and the Study of His Sources: Critical Essays,
edited by Jason Fisher
2015 C.S. Lewis and the Middle Ages, Robert Boenig
Mythopoeic Scholarship Award
in Myth and Fantasy Studies

1994 Twentieth -Century Fantasists ed. by Kath Filmer
1995 Old Tales and New Truths by James Roy King
1996 From the Beast to the Blonde by Marina Warner
1997 When Toys Come Alive by Lois Rostow Kuznets
1998 The Encyclopedia of Fantasy ed. by John Clute
and John Grant
1999 A Century of Welsh Myth in Children's Literature
by Donna R. White
2000 Strange and Secret Peoples: Fairies and Victorian
Consciousness by Ca role G. Silver
2001 King Arthur in America by Alan Lu pack and
Barbara Tepa Lu pack
2002 The Owl, the Raven & the Dove: The Religious
Meaning of the Grimms' Magic Fairy Tales by
G. Ronald Murphy
2003 Fairytale in the Ancient World by
Graham Anderson
2004 The Myth of the American Superhero by
John Shelton Lawrence and Robert Jewett
2005 Robin Hood: A Mythic Biography by
Stephen Thomas Knight
2006 National Dreams: The Remaking of Fairy Tales in
Nineteenth-Century England by Jennifer Schacker
2007 Gemstone of Paradise: The Holy Grail in Wolfram's
Parzival by G. Ronald Murphy, S.J.
2008 The Shadow-Walkers: Jacob Grimm's Mythology of
the Monstrous edited by T.A. Shippey
2009 Four British Fantasists: Place and Culture in the
Children's Fantasies of Penelope Lively,
Alan Garner, Diana Wynne Jones, and
Susan Cooper by Charles Butler
2010 One Earth, One People: The Mythopoeic Fantasy Series
of Ursula K. Le Guin, Lloyd Alexander, Madeleine
L'Engle and Orson Scott Card by Marek Oziewicz
2011 The Victorian Press and the Fairy Tale by Caroline
Sumpter
2012 The Enchanted Screen: The Unknown History of FairyTale Films by Jack Zipes
2013 Song of the Vikings: Snorri and the Making of Norse
Myths by Nancy Marie Brown
2014 Tree of Salvation: Yggdrasil and the Cross in the
North by G. Ronald Murphy
2015 Stories About Stories: Fantasy and the Remaking of
Myth by Brian Attebery

About the ffiythopoeic Society
OVERVIEW of the
MYTHOPOEIC SOCIETY
The Mythopoeic Society is a national (and
more and more, international) organization
promoting the study, discussion, and enjoyment
of fantastic and mythopoeic literature through
books and periodicals, annual conferences,
awards, discussion groups, and more. We are
especially interested in the works of J.R.R. T olkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Williams, prominent members of the informal Oxford literary
circle known as the "Inklings" (1930s-1950s).
We are a non-profit organization under section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, incorporated in California.
Scholars of the Inklings had observed that these
men all created myth, so Society founder Glen
GoodKnight borrowed a Greek adjective meaning "myth-making" as the name of the Society.
Although the Inklings were all Christian authors, the Mythopoeic Society strives to follow
what GoodKnight called "the Middle Way":
neither denying the religious beliefs and purposes of our three core authors, nor serving as an
organization seeking to propagate those beliefs;
and while urging the importance and relevance
of our central authors, avoiding the trap of becommg a "cult of personality" for any one
of them.

MYTHOPOEIC LITERATURE
We define this as literature that creates a new
and transformative mythology, or incorporates
and transforms existing mythological material.
Transformation is the key - mere static reference to mythological elements, invented or preexisting, is not enough. The mythological elements must be of sufficient importance in the
work to influence the spiritual, moral, and/or
creative lives of the characters, and
must reflect and support the author's underlying themes. This type
of work, at its best, should also in-

spire the reader to examine the importance of
mythology in his or her own spiritual, moral,
and creative development. Our members are a
diverse lot, and their individual definitions of
mythopoeic literature and its authors are equally diverse.
You can read more about the early history
of the Mythopoeic Society, its affiliation with
local discussion groups, its publications and
awards at the official Mythopoeic Society website. Visit www.mythsoc.org/about:htm to learn
more.

MYTHCON, THE ANNUAL
MYTHOPOEIC SOCIETY
CONFERENCE
Mythcon, now in its 4 7th year, is something of
a moveable feast, combining the best aspects of
a literary conference with a fantasy and sciencefiction convention, with some of the flavor of a
family reunion thrown in. Each Mythcon is
hosted in a different city, with different guests,
and each has its own unique character. It is a
well-established tradition that has traveled from
the West Coast to the Northeast, from the Midwest to the South-and beyond. If you are interested in organizing a future Mythcon, we
welcome your interest. Contact the Secretary
for Mythopoeic Conferences by email at mythcon@mythsoc.org. To learn more about Mythcon and to see a list of all past conferences,
with their locations and guests, please visit us at
www.mythsoc.org/mythcon.htm.
Visit the Mythopoeic Society's website at
www.mythsoc.org. You can also find the Mythopoeic Society and Mythcon on Facebook and
Twitter. Tag tweets, lnstagram photos, and Facebook posts with the hashtag #Mythcon47 to
share the fun with other conference attendees
and those who couldn't join us m
San Antonio this year!
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ResisteRed membeRS Of ffiythcou 47
Megan Abrahamson
Edward Alexander
Aaron Anderson
Lori Arnold
Diane Joy Baker
Gail Barton
Hannah Barton
Devin Baumann
Bianca Beronio
Robert Boenig
Tristan Bogost
Berni Phillips Bratman
David Bratman
Matthew Breth
Derek Brown
Bonnie Callahan
Rebekah Choat
Joe Christopher
Lynn Christopher
Anne Osborne Coopersmith
Janet Brennan Croft
Chip Crane
Christopher Crane, Jr.
Elliott Crane
Edith Crowe
Edmund Cueva
Lynne Darga
Margaret Dean
Leslie Donovan
Anton duPlessis
Nicole duPlessis
Phelan duPlessis
David Emerson
CJ Estrada
Kazia Estrada
Eleanor Farrell
Jason Fisher
Phillip Fitzsimmons
Alicia Fox-Lenz
Stephen Gaddis
Melody Green
Thomas Gresham
Harold Harrigan
Lisa Deutsch Harrigan
Colleen Harris
Jason Harris
Jonathan Himes
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Christopher Heinrich
Cary Hoagland
Carl Hostetter
John Houghton
Sumner Gary Hunnewell
Sylvia Hunnewell
Joel Hunter
Doug Jackson
Linda James
Maria Kepler
Carol King
Mary Jo Kapsalis
Andrew Lazo
Bruce Leonard
Garry Leonberger
Lynn Maudlin
Elise McKenna
Ryder Miller
Peter Oas
David Oberhleman
Jeanell Pelsor
Karla Powell
Bonnie Rauscher
Eric Rauscher
Courtney Riojas .
Amanda Rodriguez
Vicki Ronn
John Rosegrant
Michael Salinas
Briana Sa ussy
Samantha Shaver
Anne Collins Smith
Arden Smith
Laura Smith
Owen Smith
Midori Snyder
Dolores Speth
Lee Speth
Rob Talley
Hannah Thomas
David Van Loo
Marion Van Loo
Wendell Wagner
Julia Whitmore
Don Williams
Paige Zentner

